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The Totally Asymmetric Simple Exclusion Process (TASEP) is studied on open

long chains with a shunted section between two simple chain segments in the max-

imum current phase. The reference case when the two branches are chosen with

equal probability is considered. The conditions for the occurrence of traffic jams

and their properties are investigated both within the effective rates approximation

and by extensive Monte Carlo simulations for arbitrary length of the shortcut. The

problem is interesting on its own because the conditions for coexistence of low- and

high-density phases are essentially different from those for a simple chain between

two reservoirs. Our main results are: (1) For any values of the external rates in

the domain of the maximum current phase, there exists a position of the shortcut

where the shunted segment is in a phase of coexistence with a completely delocalized

domain wall; (2) The main features of the coexistence phase and the density profiles

in the whole network are well described by the domain wall theory. Apart from

the negligible inter-chain correlations, they depend only on the current through the

shortcut; (3) The model displays an unexpected feature: the current through the

longer shunted segment is larger than the current through the shortcut; (4) From

the viewpoint of vehicular traffic, most comfortable conditions for the drivers are

provided when the shortcut is shifted downstream from the position of coexistence,

when both the shunted segment and the shortcut exhibit low-density lamellar flow.

Most unfavorable is the opposite case of upstream shifted shortcut, when both the
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shunted segment and the shortcut are in a high-density phase describing congested

traffic of slowly moving cars. The above results are relevant also to phenomena like

crowding of molecular motors moving along twisted protofilaments.

I. INTRODICTION

The one-dimensional asymmetric simple-exclusion process (ASEP) is one of the sim-

plest models of self-driven many-particle systems with particle conserving continuous time

stochastic dynamics. The process was first introduced in Ref. [1] as a model of kinetics of

protein synthesis, i.e., of the biological process of ribosome translocation along a messenger

ribonucleic acid (mRNA). The totally asymmetric simple exclusion process (TASEP) is one

of the rare examples of exactly solvable models with non-equilibrium steady states. On sim-

ple chains its stationary properties have been extensively studied and exactly solved in the

thermodynamic limit for periodic, closed and open boundary conditions, first for random

sequential update and then for a number of stochastic dynamics in discrete time: forward-

and backward-ordered, sublattice parallel and parallel, see the reviews [2–5] and references

therein. In the case of open chains, TASEP was shown to exhibit boundary induced phase

transitions, spontaneous symmetry breaking and phase separation on the coexistence line

between the low and high density phases. Recently, it has inspired a variety of modifications

and extensions designed to model diverse biological problems, see, e.g., the reviews [6, 7]

and references therein.

One of the natural interpretations of TASEP is given in terms of a single-lane vehicular

traffic, see the reviews [3–5]. Various extensions of the basic model were devised to describe

different driving conditions and drivers strategies. In this interpretation, the boundary

induced first order phase transition in open chains is from free flow to congested traffic.

The shock, which represents a discontinuity in the density profile, models the front of a

traffic jam. The fully parallel dynamics is considered to be the most appropriate for traffic

modeling and it is laid on the basis of more sophisticated update rules [8–10]. The popular

Nagel-Schreckenberg traffic model [8] with maximum vehicle velocity vmax = 1 reduces to

the TASEP with parallel update.

Obviously, the search of new control mechanisms, vehicular traffic optimization, elim-

ination or reduction of congested traffic jams are one of the important social problems,
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the solution of which needs mathematical modeling. The development of computational

resources provided the possibility of simulating traffic flow in discretized space and time.

Much attention has been paid to cellular automaton models of traffic on roads with local-

ized inhomogeneity modeling on- and off-ramps [11–13], intersection of two unidirectional

streets [14], roundabout at the intersection of two streets [15]. Usually, traffic jams are

observed at bottlenecks such as traffic accidents, lanes merging, or some of the above men-

tioned localized inhomogeneities. However, traffic jams often appear on crowded highways

due to spontaneous fluctuations in the flow. An experimental verification that a jam can

be generated in the absence of a bottleneck is reported in [16]. Here we confine ourselves

with the stationary states of TASEP and jams which appear on the coexistence line in the

phase diagram. Characteristic of these jams is that the average position of the domain wall

between the low- and high-density phases is stationary, determined by the average number

of particles in the system, whereas the domain wall itself performs a symmetric random walk

on the chain with reflecting boundary conditions.

The special case of a network with a section of two parallel chains of equal length inserted

in the bulk of a long chain was studied in our paper [17]. Since there are no exact results

for TASEP on networks with junctions, we introduced effective injection and ejection rates

for each chain segment and studied the possible phase structures of the system in terms of

these rates. This approach, called later Effective Rates Approximation (ERA), turned out

to be very effective in the study of the stationary phases of complex networks, composed of

long linear chains, see, e.g. [18–24] and the recent reviews on TASEP over networks with

complex geometry [7, 25]. We found a coexistence phase in the double-chain segment only

when the head and tail chains were of equal length and in the maximum current phase.

This result is interesting on its own because the set up essentially differs from the case of

a simple chain coupled to reservoirs with 0 < ρ− = 1 − ρ+ < 1/2, when coexistence with a

stationary position of the domain wall (shock) has been proved to exist. Recently, we have

studied also the dependence of the phase in the double-chain segment on its position in a

long but finite network [26]. It was found that when the current through the system takes

its maximum value, a simple translation of the double-chain section forward or backward

along the backbone leads to a sharp change in the shape of the density profiles in the parallel

chains, thus affecting the total number of particles in the network. An explanation of this

phenomenon was given in terms of a finite-size dependence of the effective injection and
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ejection rates at the ends of the double-chain section.

Two models of TASEP on open chains with a zero-length shortcut in the bulk were

introduced in [27]: model A for molecular motor motion, and model B for vehicular traffic.

In the former case the molecular motors walk along a filament which is twisted so that

a motor may jump with probability q between two sites, which are far away along the

filament but close in real space. Model A was reexamined in our recent paper [28]. It turned

out that the authors of the former work used an unfounded approximation due to which

the coexistence phase in the shunted chain, in the case of maximum current through the

network, was not detected. Our theoretical analysis, based on the ERA, has shown that the

second (shunted) segment can exist in both low-density and high-density phases, as well as

in the coexistence (shock) phase. Numerical simulations have demonstrated that the last

option takes place in finite-size networks with head and tail chains of equal length, provided

the injection and ejection rates at their external ends are equal and greater than one half.

Then the local density distribution and the nearest-neighbor correlations in the middle chain

correspond to a shock phase with completely delocalized domain wall, as is the case studied

in [17]. Upon moving the shortcut to the head or tail of the network, the density profile

takes shape typical of a high- or low-density phase, respectively, in complete parallel with

the results in [26] obtained for networks with a double-chain section.

A complicated network, consisting of an open chain of L sites with a macroscopic number

of zero-length shortcuts added by connecting pL different pairs of sites selected randomly was

considered in [29]. It was designed to model a randomly folded polymer chain in which there

arise contacts between different polymer segments located far apart along the backbone. It

was shown that the macroscopic number of shortcuts causes a drastic change in the phase

diagram of the TASEP.

As we have demonstrated in [17, 26], necessary and sufficient conditions for a jam to

appear in a network with a double-chain section in the middle, composed of two equivalent

chains are: (i) the head and tail chain segments to be in the maximum current phase and

(ii) the effective injection and ejection rates at the ends of the shunted segment to be equal.

Here we will extend the above model to a family of open networks in which the number of

sites in the shortcut is a free parameter, and for external injection and ejection rates which

are both in the maximum current phase but may have different values. We will focus our

attention on the statistical properties of the traffic jam in the shunted section, though, the
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distortion of the maximum-current profiles in the head and tail chains will be evaluated too.

However, in the present study we will consider only the reference case when particles choose

with equal probability to take the shunted segment or the shortcut. The general case of

different probabilities is rather complicated and will be considered in a separate work.

The importance of the above studies rests, at least, on the following observations. First,

jams are traffic phenomena with large negative impact on modern society, hence, they are

in the focus of the majority of practically oriented investigations. Second, their biological

significance, as noted by E. Pronina and A. B. Kolomeisky [18], is based on existing evidence

that molecular motors kinesins move along microtubules composed of protofilaments the

number of which may vary. This fact indicates the existence of junctions and other lattice

defects in the microtubules which might lead to motor proteins crowding phenomena (traffic

jams) that are responsible for some human diseases. Recently, traffic jams of kinesin motors

transporting cargoes along microtubules have been experimentally established [30]. Third,

the presence of shortcuts is a quite common feature in transportation networks. Next, the

appearance of a traffic jam in the TASEP is a manifestation of a first order phase transition.

It is a collective phenomenon, resulting from the directed motion and the hard-core exclusion,

and, as such, has some universal features which do not depend on the details of the particle

(vehicle) dynamics. Indeed, from mathematical point of view, TASEP is a discrete version of

the inviscid noisy Burgers equation in the appropriate scaling limit. The analytical solutions

obtained for TASEP made possible the calculation in the scaling limit of the universal

critical exponents and scaling functions of the Edward-Wilkinson and Kardar-Parisi-Zhang

universality classes. It was established that the versions of the TASEP, based on different

update rules, belong to the same non-equilibrium finite-size scaling universality class [31].

The critical exponents of the correlation length at the second order phase transition and

of the localization length at the first order one were found to have the same value under

different stochastic dynamics. Moreover, the finite-size scaling functions have the same shape

for each transition order, but differ by nonuniversal prefactors which depend on the specific

update.

The main aims of this work are: (a) To show that for any value of the external rates

in the domain of the maximum current phase, there is a position of the shortcut such that

the shunted segment is in the shock phase. Note that in [17, 26] only the symmetric case

of equal injection and ejection rates at the external ends of the network was considered.
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(b) To check on the considered family of networks with arbitrary length of the shortcut the

predicted by the Domain Wall Theory (DWT) [32, 33] universal dependence of the main

features of the shock phase in the shunted segment on the current through the shortcut,

see our conjecture in [28]. (c) To study in detail, the statistical properties at the junction

points from the viewpoint of the conditions for applicability of the DWT, and to explain the

distortion of the density profiles in the head and tail segments, resulting from the presence

of a shortcut.

Since the analytical results known for single chains in the thermodynamic limit cannot

be a valid approximation to the properties of shortcuts with a small number of sites, ex-

tensive Monte Carlo simulations are an important tool in our investigations, along with the

application of the effective rates approximation to the long segments of the network.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we define the model network, a character-

istic feature of which is the existence of bifurcation and merging points between sufficiently

long segments, connected by a shortcut of arbitrary length. Here we give also a brief descrip-

tion of our methods of analysis, provide some necessary results for the stationary properties

of TASEP on a single chain in the thermodynamic limit, and formulate the basic predictions

of the domain wall theory. The results of our numerical simulations for shortcuts at central

position in the network are presented, in comparison with the theoretical predictions, in

Section III. Since the applicability of the DW theory crucially depends on the properties

of the junctions between the separate chain segments, the local densities at the ends of the

shunted section and the shortcut, as well as the inter-chain correlations at the bifurcation

and merging points of the network are studied in detail. The cases of unequal boundary

rates and off-central position of the shortcut are considered in brief in Section IV. The paper

closes with Section V in which we summarize our main results and conjectures.

II. THE MODEL

For modeling of one-dimensional directed transport of particles in biological systems we

use the TASEP with stochastic dynamics in continuous time, realized in computer simula-

tions by the so-called random-sequential update. Namely, TASEP describes a lattice gas of

hard core particles on a chain, the sites of which may be empty or singly occupied, moving

under the following rules: for any infinitesimal time period dt, just one particle attempts to
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FIG. 1: Schematic representation of a twisted filament with a shortcut. The three long segments

are labeled by s = 1, 2, 3 from the left to the right and the shortcut is shown by a dashed line with

an arrow. The particles are injected into the network at the left end with rate α and ejected from

the right end with rate β; the arrows show the direction of particle hopping.

hop to an empty nearest-neighbor site on the right with unit rate; if the target site is oc-

cupied, the configuration remains unchanged and another particle is randomly chosen with

uniform probability distribution. In the case of an open chain, the particles are injected at

the empty first site with rate α and removed from the occupied last site with rate β.

We model the dynamics of molecules on a twisted filament with a shortcut in the bulk,

by considering TASEP on an open network consisting of 4 chains, see Fig. 1. Three of the

chain segments are assumed to be consecutively coupled and long enough to make reasonable

the application of exact thermodynamic results. The fourth chain represents a shortcut: it

allows a particle at the last site of the first segment s = 1 to jump to the first site of the

third segment s = 3, provided the target site is empty, and has arbitrary length Lsc ≥ 2.

At the bifurcation point the particles try with probability Pj to enter the first site of the

second segment, hence, 1− Pj is the trial probability of entering the shortcut. Here we will

confine ourselves with the reference case of Pj = 1/2.

The method of analysis neglects the nearest-neighbor correlations between the sites on

the opposite sides of the junctions, and assumes that the chain segments are long enough,

so that the exact results for the local densities at the chain ends and in the bulk hold

true. Hence, for a simple chain with injection, α, and ejection, β, rates we make use of the

following asymptotic results, valid for L ≫ 1:

(a) In the low-density phase, α < 1/2, α < β,

ρbulk = α, ρ1 = α, ρL = α(1− α)/β, J = α(1− α); (1)
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(b) In the high-density phase, β < 1/2, β < α,

ρbulk = 1− β, ρ1 = 1− β(1− β)/α, ρL = 1− β, J = β(1− β); (2)

(c) In the maximum current phase, α > 1/2 and β > 1/2,

ρbulk = 1/2, ρ1 = 1− 1/(4α), ρL = 1/(4β), J = 1/4; (3)

(d) On the coexistence line, α = β < 1/2, in the presence of a delocalized domain wall

(for open systems), the local density profile changes linearly from ρ1 = α to ρL = 1−α, and

the nearest-neighbor correlations have a parabolic shape with maximum value

max
x

Fcor(x) = Fcor(L/2) = (1− 2α)2/4. (4)

The stationary state of each segment is determined by the effective input, α∗
s, and output,

β∗
s , rates for each segment s = 1, 2, 3 which are defined by the following rules:

J (s) = β∗
sρ

(s)
L = α∗

s

(

1− ρ
(s)
1

)

. (5)

Here J (s) is the current through the segment s, ρ
(s)
1 and ρ

(s)
L are the average local densities

at the first and last site L of that segment; obviously, α∗
1 = α, β∗

3 = β. The equalities in (5)

neglect the inter-chain correlations.

The continuity of the current leads to a set of equations between these quantities. The

solutions for α∗
s and β∗

s determine the nonequilibrium stationary phase of each segment

s = 1, 2, 3, and the shortcut itself, provided the latter is long enough.

To model the average density profile in the long segments, one may use the phenomeno-

logical domain wall (DW) theory [32, 33]. Its main idea is that, when α 6= 1 − β, each

reservoir tends to enforce a domain in the chain with its own density: the left domain with

density ρ− = α, and the right one with density ρ+ = 1−β. At a given time t these domains

may coexist, being separated by a domain wall. The stochastic dynamics implies that the

domain wall performs a random walk on the chain. On the coexistence line α = β < 1/2

the random walk is symmetric, with diffusion constant D = α(1−α)/(1−2α) and reflecting

boundary conditions.

The question if the DW theory is applicable to the central segment of our network is

not trivial and will be studied here in some detail by comparison with results of computer
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simulations. The problem is that the ends of the shunted chain are not connected to reser-

voirs of particles with appropriate low and high density. Instead, its left end is coupled

to the right end of the first segment where the local density is ρ
(1)
L = 1/(4β∗

1) < 1/2, and

the right end is coupled to the left end of the third segment, where the local density is

ρ
(3)
1 = 1 − 1/(4α∗

3) > 1/2. These conditions differ from the connections to reservoirs in

that there can be significant correlations at the junctions between the segments which are

absent in the case of reservoirs. Thus, the very possibility of finding a shunted chain in the

coexistence phase under the above boundary conditions is of its own interest.

The predictions of the DW theory for the endpoints of the shunted segment read:

ρ
(2)
1,L = ρ

(2)
∓ ≡ 1/2∓

√
J sc, (6)

and for the maximum value of the nearest-neighbor correlations:

max
x

Fcor(x) =
[

ρ
(2)
+ − ρ

(2)
−

]2

= 1/4− J (2) = J sc, (7)

where

ρ
(2)
± = ρ

(2)
±

(

J (2)
)

, ρ±(J) :=
(

1±
√
1− 4J

)

/2. (8)

The main aim of the study is to analyze the conditions under which the shunted segment

is found in the coexistence phase. Next, we will check if the main features of the coexistence

phase in that segment agree with the predictions of the DW theory given by Eqs. (6) and

(7), which imply that these features depend only on the current through the shortcut, and

not on its structure.

III. CENTRAL POSITION OF THE SHORTCUT

For our reference computer simulations we have taken L1 = L2 = L3 = 400 sites, which

is about the evaluated in [30] number of steps taken by a molecular motor during its average

residency time on a microtubule. The length of the shortcut Lsc varies from 2 to 100 sites.

The numerical data was averaged over a sample of 100 independent runs of length 224 trials

each, which amounts to more than 106 Monte Carlo steps per site. The statistical error

was estimated by comparing the above data to the one obtained by averaging over a twice

larger sample consisting of 200 independent runs of length 224 trials each. The so estimated
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Simulation results for the local density profile in the whole network. The

local density profiles in the second segment (red stars) and in the shortcut (green circles) are

compared to the predicted by the DW theory linear dependence (blue line) for a shortcut of length

10 sites.

relative statistical error in the currents is less than 2 × 10−4, and in the local densities at

the endpoints of the chain segments is less than 2% for all the studied shortcut lengths.

The finite-size shift, estimated from the comparison of the measured total current J sim ≃
0.25091 with the theoretical one Jmax = 1/4 yields a relative value slightly less than 0.4%.

More important, the density profile in the bulk of a finite chain in the MC phase is not exactly

constant, as in the thermodynamic limit ρbulk = 1/2, but has a slight slope downwards in the

direction of hopping. This seems to be the reason why the effective injection and ejection

rates of the middle segment vary upon shifting its position in the network [26].

Here we consider the case when the head and tail segments have an equal length L1 = L3.

To estimate the conditions for appearance of a domain wall in the shunted segment s = 2,

we use arguments based on the ERA. Thus, within the first approximation we neglect the

nearest-neighbor correlations between the different chains. By choosing α > 1/2 and β > 1/2

we ensure that the whole network carries a maximum current of particles J = 1/4 and so

do the head and tail segments, s = 1 and s = 3, respectively. Since these segments are in

the MC phase, we have the following particle densities at their ends:

ρ
(1)
1 = 1− 1/(4α), ρ

(1)
L = 1/(4β∗

1), ρ
(3)
1 = 1− 1/(4α∗

3), ρ
(1)
L = 1/(4β). (9)
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Simulation results for the nearest-neighbor correlations in the whole network.

Those for the second segment (red stars) and the shortcut (green circles) are compared to the

predicted by the DW theory parabolic shape (blue line) for a shortcut of length 10 sites.

Here the upper index of the average density labels the segment, and the lower one the site

in the segment: lower index 1 stays for the first site and L for the last one; β∗
1 is the effective

ejection rate from the first segment, α∗
3 is the effective injection rate in the third segment.

A single chain is on the coexistence line (domain-wall phase) when the input and output

rates satisfy the relation α = β ≤ 1/2. As s = 1 and s = 3 are of equal length, and both

in the same MC phase, one could guess that if the correlations at the junctions with the

inner chains are neglected, the profiles in these chains should be identical (congruent), with

β∗
1 = β and α∗

3 = α. However, it turns out that the very presence of a shortcut in the bulk

distorts the density profiles of the segments s = 1 and s = 3 in an asymmetric way. In any

case, we shall interpret the last site of segment s = 1 as a low-density ρ
(1)
L < 1/2 reservoir,

and the first site of segment s = 3 as a reservoir with high-density ρ
(3)
1 > 1/2. Since in

our model the probability of choosing any of the chains in the double-chain section equals

to 1/2, and there are no rules of preference at the merging point, the condition for phase

coexistence in the middle section is expected to be ρ
(1)
L /2 ≃ 1−ρ

(3)
1 , provided the shortcut is

long enough. As we will show below, this condition is met when α = β > 1/2, if the shunted

segment s = 2 is at central position in the network.

Here we present results of our computer simulations at the point (α, β) = (0.75, 0.75) on
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the diagonal in the domain of the maximum current phase of a single chain. In all the figures

in this section, when data for the main segments are plotted, the abscissa is the normalized

coordinate x = i/L, i = 1, 2, . . . , 3L ranging in the interval (0, 3]. However, when data for

the shortcut are plotted, for convenience of comparison with the shunted segment s = 2, the

abscissa is stretched to x = 1 + i/Lsc, i = 1, 2, . . . , Lsc so that its range is (1, 2].

A. Properties of the shunted segment

The numerical data for a shortcut with Lsc = 10, illustrated by Fig. 2, exhibit unexpect-

edly good agreement with the DW theory prediction for the density at the endpoints of the

shunted segment: ρ
(2)
1 ≃ 0.158, to be compared with ρ− ≃ 0.156, and ρ

(2)
L ≃ 0.836, to be

compared with ρ+ ≃ 0.844. The values of ρ± are calculated according to Eq. (6) with the

evaluated value of J sc ≃ 0.118.

The nearly perfect parabolic shape of the nearest-neighbor correlations in the second

segment, see Fig. 3, is described by the best fit quadratic approximation F fit
cor(x) = A+Bx+

Cx2, with A = −0.94744, B = 1.42116, and C = −0.47372, which yields maxx F
fit
cor(x) =

0.11843, in very good agreement with the numerically evaluated maxx Fcor(x) ≃ 0.117, and

in excellent agreement with the value of J sc ≃ 0.118.

Next we present analogous results for a rather long shortcut containing 100 sites. In

this case, the local density profile in both the shunted second segment and the shortcut

indicates a coexistence phase in each of them, see Fig. 4. However, in this case there is

a noticeable deviation from the linear dependence on the normalized coordinate x = i/L,

i = L + 1, . . . , 2L. The corresponding numerical results are: for the left ends ρ
(2)
1 ≃ 0.153

and ρsc1 ≃ 0.157, to be compared to the DW prediction ρ− ≃ 0.1464; for the right ends

ρ
(2)
L ≃ 0.846 and ρsc100 ≃ 0.843, to be compared to ρ+ ≃ 0.8536. Here the values of ρ± are

calculated from Eq. (6) with the evaluated value of J sc ≃ 0.12502. The agreement is rather

good, although there is a noticeable deviation from the DW prediction, especially for the

local density at the left end of the shunted segment.

Small deviations from the parabolic shape is observed also in the plot of the nearest-

neighbor correlations, both in the shunted segment and in the shortcut of length 100 sites,

see Fig. 5. The best quadratic fit for the shunted segment is F fit
cor(x) = A+Bx+Cx2, with

A = −1.00711, B = 1.51067, and C = −0.50356, which yields maxx F
fit
cor(x) = 0.125885, in
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Simulation results for the local density profile in the whole network. The

local density profiles in the second segment (red stars) and in the shortcut (green circles) are

compared to the predicted by the DW theory linear dependence (blue line) for a shortcut of length

100 sites.

very good agreement with the value of J sc ≃ 0.12502. On the other hand, the numerical

evaluation of the maxima in the shunted segment and in the shortcut provides maxx Fcor(x) ≃
0.1234 and maxx F

sc
cor(x) ≃ 0.1219, which deviate from the DW theory prediction within

1.3 % in the former case and 2.6 % in the latter one. In the symmetric case of Lsc = L = 400,

the results are almost the same, maxx Fcor(x) = maxx F
sc
cor(x) ≃ 0.1239, which differs from

the DW theory prediction by less than 1.3 %.

The agreement with the prediction (7) of the DW theory for the maximum value of

the nearest-neighbor correlations on the shunted segment is illustrated in Fig. 6. The

discrepancy is less than 2 % in the whole range of shortcut lengths.

Summarizing the above results, on the one side we see very good agreement with the

DW picture, and the other side persistent small deviations. The latter can be due to both

finite-size effects and to small but noticeable inter-chain correlations.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Simulation results for the nearest-neighbor correlations in the whole network.

Those for the second segment (red stars) and the shortcut (green circles) are compared to the

predicted by the DW theory parabolic shape (blue discs) for a shortcut of length 100 sites.

B. Junctions and inter-chain correlations

In the general case, the behavior of the numerically evaluated and predicted local densities

(6) at the end points of both the second segment and the shortcut are shown in Fig. 7, as
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Simulation results for the maximum value of the nearest-neighbor correla-

tions on the shunted segment, maxx Fcor(x) (blue discs), compared to the predicted by the DW

theory value J sc (red stars) for shortcuts of different length.
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a function of the shortcut length Lsc in the range from 2 to 100 sites.

Note that for all shortcut lengths the relative deviation of ρ
(2)
1 from ρ

(2)
− is within 3 %, and

the relative deviation of ρ
(2)
L from ρ

(2)
+ is less than 2 %. The local densities at the first and

last site of the shortcut strongly deviate from the DW predictions for small Lsc but steadily

approach the latter values with the growth of the shortcut length. It is seen that for Lsc ≥ 100

the shortcut becomes nearly equivalent to the shunted segment. Possible explanation of the

observed small deviations will be discussed in the remainder of this section.

Under the random sequential update, the inter-chain correlations measure the difference

between the actual current of particles and its mean-field approximation. Taking into ac-

count that in our model there is a rule conducting the currents out of the bifurcation point

with probability Pj to the shunted segment and with the remaining 1− Pj to the shortcut,

we obtain

G1,2 = − 1

Pj
J (2) + ρ

(1)
L

(

1− ρ
(2)
1

)

, G1,sc = − 1

1− Pj
J sc + ρ

(1)
L (1− ρsc1 ) , (10)
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Simulation results for the local density at the first site of the shunted

segment, ρ
(2)
1 (red circles), and the shortcut, ρsc1 (green empty stars), as well as for the the last

site of the shunted segment, ρ
(2)
L (red filled circles), and the shortcut, ρscend (green filled stars), as

a function of the shortcut length. For comparison, the predicted by the DW theory values for the

shunted segment are shown: ρ
(2)
− (blue empty squares) for the first site and ρ

(2)
+ (blue filled squares)

for the last site.
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Simulation results for the inter-chain correlations in dependance on the

length of the shunted segment (see text).

where G1,2 denotes the nearest-neighbor correlation between the first segment and the second

one, and G1,sc between the first segment and the shortcut. In our case Pj = 1/2. The

behavior of these inter-chain correlations, as well as the inter-chain correlations between the

second and third segments, G2,3, and between the shortcut and the third segment, Gsc,3,

is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of the shortcut length. One sees that the correlations

between the shunted segment and the third one are negligible in the whole range studied.

The correlations between the shortcut and the third segment are positive and significant

only for small Lsc up to 20, then quickly drop down to absolute values within the statistical

error. Hence, the DW approximations ρ
(2)
∓ are fairly close to the actual values of ρsc1,end for

long enough shortcuts, say, for Lsc ≥ 50. On the other hand, the correlations between the

head and shunted segment, as well as those between the head segment and the shortcut,

tend to a common value of about −0.0125 as Lsc increases.

The negative values of the inter-chain correlations G1,2 and G1,sc, see Fig. 8, imply that

the actual currents through the shunted segment and the shortcut exceed the corresponding

mean field approximations at the bifurcation point:

J (2) = Pj

[

ρ
(1)
L

(

1− ρ
(2)
1

)

−G1,2

]

, J sc = (1− Pj)
[

ρ
(1)
L (1− ρsc1 )−G1,sc

]

. (11)

Turning back to Fig. 7, we note that ρsc1 > ρ
(2)
1 for all values Lsc < L. In view of Eqs.
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Dependance of the currents through the shunted segment (blue squares)

and the shortcut (red stars) on the length of the shortcut.

(10) and the constraint J sc + J (2) = 1/4, this implies the following inequalities

J (2) >
1

8
+

1

4
(G1,sc −G1,2) , J sc <

1

8
− 1

4
(G1,sc −G1,2) , Lsc < L. (12)

Since G1,sc > G1,2 for all Lsc < L, it follows that J (2) > 1/8 > J sc, i.e., it turns out that the

current through the longer shunted segment is larger than the current through the shortcut.

This observation is illustrated in Fig. 9.

Evidently, at Lsc = L and Pj = 1/2, the shunted segment and the shortcut become

equivalent, hence, ρsc1 = ρ
(2)
1 , G1,sc = G1,2 and J (2) = J sc = 1/8. Finally, for Lsc > L the

shunted segment and the shortcut exchange their places.

At the merging point there are no rules other than the simple exclusion and we have

G2,3 = ρ
(2)
L

(

1− ρ
(3)
1

)

− J (2), Gsc,3 = ρscend

(

1− ρ
(3)
1

)

− J sc, (13)

where G2,3 denotes the nearest-neighbor correlation between the second segment and the

third, and Gsc,3 between the shortcut and the third segment.

C. Density profiles in the head and tail segments

As already mentioned, a significant asymmetric distortion of the density profiles in seg-

ments s = 1 and s = 3 occurs due to the very presence of the shortcut in the bulk. First,
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we note that the local densities at the external ends of the network fluctuate within sta-

tistical error around ρ
(1)
1 ≃ 0.6654 and ρ

(3)
L ≃ 0.3345, independently of the length of the

shortcut 2 ≤ Lsc ≤ L = 400. In the studied case of α = β = 0.75, the deviation of the

evaluated ρ
(1)
1 from the theoretical value ρ

(1)
1 = 1 − 1/(4α) = 0.666(6), and of ρ

(3)
L from

ρ
(3)
L = 1/(4β) = 0.333(3) is definitely due to the finite size of the system.

To approach the local densities at the inner ends of the head and tail segments, we use

two exact expressions for the current in the shunted segment,J (2), at Pj = 1/2:

J (2) =
1

2

[

ρ
(1)
L (1− ρ

(2)
1 )−G1,2

]

= ρ
(2)
L (1− ρ

(3)
1 )−G2,3. (14)

From the above equalities we obtain the local densities of interest in the form

ρ
(1)
L =

2J (2) +G1,2

1− ρ
(2)
1

, ρ
(3)
1 = 1− J (2) +G2,3

ρ
(2)
L

. (15)

As we have already shown, the shunted segment is in the coexistence phase with ρ
(2)
1,L

nicely obeying the DW prediction (6). Taking into account that ρ
(2)
− ρ

(2)
+ = J (2), we obtain

ρ
(1)
L ≃ 2ρ

(2)
−

[

1 +
G1,2

2J (2)

]

, ρ
(3)
1 ≃ 1− ρ

(2)
−

[

1 +
G2,3

J (2)

]

. (16)

From Fig. 8 we see that G1,2 is negative and approaches -0.0125 as Lsc → L = 400, while

|G2,3| < 0.02 for all Lsc. Therefore, within 5% error in the value of ρ
(1)
L and 0.4 % error in

ρ
(3)
1 , we can neglect the contribution of the inter-chain correlations in Eqs. (16) and obtain

the very simple approximations

ρ
(1)
L ≃ 2ρ

(2)
− , ρ

(3)
1 ≃ ρ

(2)
+ . (17)

The excellent agreement of expressions (17) with the computer simulations data is illustrated

in Fig. 10.

Now we take into account that the total density ρ
(1)
L ≃ 2ρ

(2)
− of the left-hand reservoir is

shared as follows: a fraction of Pj is available to the shunted segment s = 2, the remaining

fraction of 1 − Pj being available to the shortcut. Therefore, at Pj = 1/2 the inner end of

the head segment act as two independent reservoirs of particles with equal effective density

ρ̃
(1)
L ≡ ρ

(1)
L /2 ≃ ρ

(2)
− , coupled to each of the two branches in the double-chain section. Since

at the merging point there are no preferences for the entrance of particles into the tail

segment s = 3, the right-hand reservoir has the same density ρ
(3)
1 ≃ ρ

(2)
+ = 1 − ρ

(2)
− > 1/2

for both the shunted segment and the shortcut. Thus, by neglecting the small effects of the
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FIG. 10: (Color online) The local densities at the end of the head chain ρ
(1)
L (red down triangles),

and the first site of the tail chain ρ
(3)
1 (red up triangles), compared to the approximations given in

Eq. (17) (filled and empty blue circles, respectively) based on the DW theory and the neglect of

inter-chain correlations.

inter-chain correlations, we arrive at the condition for phase coexistence in both branches of

the double-chain section, treated as independent simple chains coupled to the appropriate

reservoirs.

To quantitatively evaluate the distortions in the maximum-current profiles in the head

and tail segments, we note that the current J sc monotonically increases with Lsc, from

J sc ≃ 0.09987 at Lsc = 2, to J sc ≃ 0.12546 at Lsc = L = 400. Accordingly, see Eq. (6), ρ
(2)
−

decreases from ρ
(2)
− ≃ 0.18398 to ρ

(2)
− ≃ 0.14580, while ρ

(2)
+ increases from ρ

(2)
− ≃ 0.81602 to

ρ
(2)
− ≃ 0.85420. From our data we readily conclude that:

(i) At Lsc = 2, 3, 4, the right end of the head profile is shortened by at most 2ρ
(2)
− −1/3 ≃

0.0346, while for Lsc ≥ 5 it is extended downward by at most 1/3− 2ρ
(2)
− ≃ 0.04173.

(ii) For all Lsc = 2, 3, . . . , 400, the left end of the tail profile is extended upward at least

by ρ
(2)
+ − 2/3 ≃ 0.14935 at Lsc = 2, and at most by ρ

(2)
+ − 2/3 ≃ 0.1875 at Lsc = 400.

(iii) The small negative inter-chain correlations lead to a slight enhancement of the above

effects: further small decrease in ρ
(1)
L and increase ρ

(3)
1 , as is seen from Eqs. (16).

These results have natural physical implications: the presence of a double-chain section

in the bulk, with the present traffic rules at the bifurcation point, leads to depletion of
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particles at the end of the head tail (for Lsc ≥ 5) and their excessive accumulation at the

first site of the tail segment.

IV. OFF-CENTRAL POSITION OF THE SHORTCUT

In the case of long but finite chains, moving the point of external rates (α, β) in the domain

of the maximum current phase away from the diagonal α = β > 1/2 changes the effective

rates α∗
2 and β∗

2 for the shunted segment and brings it out of the coexistence phase. We

numerically studied the particular case of (α, β) = (0.9, 0.6) when one expects the balance

between α∗
2 and β∗

2 to be broken to α∗
2 > β∗

2 . Indeed, computer simulations show that in this

case the density profiles of both the shunted segment and the shortcut of length Lsc = 100

bend upward to resemble the shape of the high density phase, see Fig. 11. However, the

balance α∗
2 ≃ β∗

2 is recovered upon slight shift backward of the position of the shortcut to

L1 = 410, L3 = 390, when computer simulations show that the density profiles of both the

shunted segment and the shortcut with length Lsc = 100 are almost linear, which indicates
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FIG. 11: (Color online) Simulation results for the local density profile in the network under central

position of the shortcut,L1 = L3, when the point of the external rates is shifted off-diagonally to

(α, β) = (0.9, 0.6). The local density profiles in the shunted segment (red stars) and the shortcut

of length Lsc = 100 (green circles) are compared to the linear profile predicted by the DW theory

(blue line).
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FIG. 12: (Color online) Simulation results for the local density profiles in the shunted segment (red

stars) and the shortcut of length Lsc = 100 (green circles) in the network with (α, β) = (0.9, 0.6),

under excessively shifted position of the shortcut to L1 = 420, L3 = 380. For comparison the linear

profile predicted by the DW theory is shown by the blue line.

the coexistence phase in both.

Expectedly, when the shortcut is shifted further backward to the position L1 = 420,

L3 = 380, the balance α∗
2 ≃ β∗

2 changes in the opposite direction to α∗
2 < β∗

2 . Indeed,

computer simulations show that now the density profiles of both the shunted segment and

the shortcut bend downward, similarly to the case of a low density phase, see Fig. 12.

Thus, we conjecture that depending on the position of the shortcut, the density profile in

the whole network may have different shapes, typical for the stationary phase structures MC-

HD-MC, MC-DW-MC, and MC-LD-MC, where DW stays for the domain wall (coexistence)

phase. In the first two cases, on crossing the boundary of the HD phase the average particle

velocity will decrease exponentially fast in conformity with the local density increase. In the

thermodynamic limit this takes place in the so called boundary layer. At the boundaries of

the maximum current phase the particles accelerate following a power-law with the distance,

which is a consequence of the fact that the local density approaches the bulk value ρ = 1/2

approaches its bulk value of ρ = 1/2 from above as i−1/2, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , i ≪ L, near the

left boundary and from below as (L− i)−1/2, L− i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , L− i ≪ L, near the right

boundary.
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V. DISCUSSION

Naturally, simple models as the one studied here are not expected to give quantitative

results which favorably compare to real world observations. Nevertheless, the universality

hypothesis implies that results obtained from the solution of the simplest TASEP models

apply to a much wider collection of stochastic systems with different short-ranged inter-

particle interactions and microscopic dynamics. Thus, these results may play an important

role in our better understanding of the rich and in many instances unexpected phenomena

exhibited by non-equilibrium systems. Some of these phenomena have no analogue in the

equilibrium. Let us just mention the appearance of boundary induced phase transitions in

one dimension, the observed position-induced phase change in a double-chain section, or in

the shunted section only, when the network is in the maximum current regime, as well as the

appearance of a shock phase in the shunted segment. Using simple models to study different

effects and their interplay has proven a very powerful approach in equilibrium statistical

mechanics and now the same approach is widely employed to non-equilibrium systems.

In the considered case of Pj = 1/2, our extensive Monte Carlo simulations lead us to

the following main results concerning the appearance and properties of traffic jams in a

sufficiently long shunted segment between head and tail chains carrying maximum current:

1. For any values of the external rates in the domain of the maximum current phase,

α > 1/2 and β > 1/2, there exists a position of the shortcut where the shunted segment

is in a phase of coexistence with a completely delocalized domain wall. The longer is the

shunted segment, the more sensitive is its profile to the balance of the effective rates α∗
2 and

β∗
2 , consequently, the location of the shunted segment with coexisting low- and high-density

phases is determined more precisely. The shift of the shortcut from that position upstream

leads to a sharp change of the density profile resembling a transition to a high density phase,

while the shift downstream causes a transition to a low density phase.

2. The main features of the coexistence phase and the density profiles in the whole

network are well described by the domain wall theory. Apart from the negligible inter-chain

correlations, they depend only on the current through the shortcut and do not depend on

its structure.

3. The model displays an unexpected feature: the current through the longer shunted

segment is larger than the current through the shortcut.
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4. From the viewpoint of vehicular traffic, most comfortable conditions for the drivers

are provided when the shortcut is shifted downstream from the position of coexistence,

since then both the shunted segment and the shortcut exhibit low-density lamellar flow.

Most unfavorable is the opposite case of upstream shifted shortcut, when both the shunted

segment and the shortcut are in a high-density phase describing congested traffic of slowly

moving cars.

It seems that the domain wall theory is applicable to the whole network because of the

smallness of the inter-chain correlations generated by the random sequential update. Hence,

it would be instructive to make a similar study of the steady state properties of TASEP on

the same network but with particles obeying a stochastic dynamics in discrete time, e.g.,

the parallel update.
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